Former FBI Active Shooter Expert Jin Kim Joins Shooter Detection Systems
as Principal Education and Training Consultant
Kim joins SDS to share his knowledge from 23 years as the top FBI Active Shooter Subject
Matter Expert in an effort to help organizations understand the value of reducing response time
as a part of a comprehensive survival strategy for active shooter incidents.
Rowley, Massachusetts (PRWEB) March 29, 2018 -- Shooter Detection Systems (SDS), the industry’s leading
gunshot detection solutions provider is pleased to announce that former FBI Special Agent Jin Kim, a 23-year
veteran of the FBI’s New York Division, has joined the company as Principal Education and Training
Consultant on matters related to Active Shooter and Workplace Violence Resiliency Management.
Mr. Kim will bring his decades of knowledge, experience, and passion for education about active shooter
survival strategies to a company dedicated to providing lifesaving technology to address the active shooter
threat. The Guardian Indoor Active Shooter Detection System, based on the world’s most widely fielded
military gunshot detection technology, provides immediate shot detection and location information to building
occupants and first responders to save response time, which Mr. Kim calls “the greatest commodity” when it
comes to surviving an active shooting event.
“Once a shooting starts you’re on the survival clock,” said Kim. “Taking time away from the shooter gives us
the best chance of survival, and this is where SDS’ technology can make a tremendous impact. There is great
synergy between what SDS stands for and what I’ve been teaching throughout my career with the FBI. I’m
excited for the opportunity to add value to the SDS team.”
Mr. Kim is widely known as a subject matter expert and material practitioner in active shooter and targeted
violence attacks. While at the FBI, Kim served as the Active Shooter Coordinator on the Crisis Management
Unit and was the leading authority directing active shooter and workplace violence preparedness, resiliency,
and training, for the FBI and its corporate and private sector partnerships. In addition, Mr. Kim is a certified
ALERRT/FBI Active Shooter Tactical Instructor and has trained a countless number of law enforcement
officers in response training.
The Active Shooter remains one of the top security threats facing our schools and workplaces, however SDS
CEO Christian Connors states that “many organizations still have yet to develop a comprehensive active
shooter plan that is truly proactive, and we want to assist in changing that. Mr. Kim’s message aligns perfectly
with our mission to make a difference with lifesaving technology and we are extremely fortunate to have him as
a member of our team.”
Customers in Fortune 500 Corporations, Manufacturing Plants, Airports, Sports & Entertainment facilities, and
many other complex environments trust SDS’ systems and proven integrations to automate emergency
notifications enterprise wide and with zero false alerts – a key differentiator that SDS has over competitors.
“Gunshot detection provides a means to get ahead of this rising threat and build a response plan, but it requires
technology with proven reliability, and this is what SDS provides” said Kim. “I’m honored to work with SDS
to help organizations understand the value that this system can provide.”
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About Shooter Detection Systems, LLC
As the world leader in gunshot detection technology, Shooter Detection Systems is focused on saving lives
through the use of proven, military-grade technology designed by the world’s foremost scientists. Developed in
conjunction with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and a major defense contractor,
SDS gunshot detection systems utilize the most advanced and proven shooter detection technologies available
in the commercial market. The Guardian Indoor Active Shooter Detection System is SAFETY Act Certified
and Designated as Qualified Anti-Terrorism Technology by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. SDS
has worldwide customers with gunshot detection product installations in entertainment facilities, airports,
schools, healthcare facilities, Fortune 500 corporations, municipal buildings, court systems, major utilities,
manufacturing plants, high-rise office buildings, and government and private buildings. For more information,
visit their website or call 1-844-SHOT911. Follow Shooter Detection Systems on Twitter @shooterdetect.
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Contact Information
Kendra Noonan
Shooter Detection Systems
http://www.shooterdetectionsystems.com
+1 978-502-5258
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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